Where is Collegium Chemicum?

Collegium Chemicum (a historical yellow building) is located on 6 Grunwaldzka Street, close to the World Trade Centre and International Fair - Students Dormitory Jowita and Hotel Sheraton are circa 200 m from it. The arrows indicate the routes from the Railway Station to Collegium Chemicum and to the Jowita Dormitory.

Materials Chemistry Laboratory: Room 24

Route 1 - most complicated and involving steps.

After entering Collegium Chemicum through the main entrance on Grunwaldzka Street (6 steps up), cross the hall to five steps down, then straight ahead to next (5+4) steps down (there is a cloakroom on your left and a bar/canteen on your right), continue along the corridor, climb ten steps up and immediately turn right into the corridor, continue along it, pass a pair of double glass doors, continue along the next section of the corridor: the third door on your left is the entrance to Room 24.

Route 2 - less complicated, but involving fewer steps.

After entering Collegium Chemicum through the main entrance on Grunwaldzka Street (6 steps up), cross the hall to five steps down, then immediately turn right and continue along the corridor parallel to the Street till its ending, there on your left a door leads to a park-yard, follow the pavement till the double door across the yard, re-enter the building and turn into the first (double-glass) door on your left; in the corridor you enter the first door right leads to Room 24.

Route 3 - least complicated, involving no steps.

When you approach Collegium Chemicum from the city-centre, before the building turn left into Swiecickiego Street (between the Collegium Chemicum and the International Fair), follow the Swiecickiego Street till the end of the building and turn right into the gate. Behind the gate there is an automatic barrier for cars, but leaving space for pedestrians and bikes - pass it and turn right into the entrance to the yard behind the building, pass another automatic barrier and the genitors cabin and turn left. There are three entrances to the building from the yard – the closest one facing the barrier, the central one with the steps and the third most distant one at the far end of the yard to the left. Go to the third entrance and turn right passing a glass door, to the corridor, and the first door on your right leads to Room 24.

Crystallography Laboratory: Room 60

Route 1 - involving steps - front entrance to Collegium Chemicum.

After entering Collegium Chemicum through the main entrance on Grunwaldzka Street (6 steps up), cross the hall to five steps down, turn immediately left in to the corridor parallel to the street, continue straight ahead nearly to its end, where Room 60 is located as the last door on the left side.

Route 2 - avoiding steps - backyard entrance to Collegium Chemicum

When you approach Collegium Chemicum from the city-centre, before the building turn left into Swiecickiego Street (between the Collegium Chemicum and the International Fair), follow the Swiecickiego Street till the end of the building and turn right into the gate. Behind the gate there is an automatic barrier for cars, but leaving space for pedestrians and bikes - pass it and turn right into the entrance to the yard behind the building, pass another automatic barrier and the genitors cabin and turn left. There are three entrances to the building from the yard – the closest one facing the barrier, the central one with the steps and the third most distant one at the far end of the yard to the left. Enter the first entrance and within it go through the door to the right, and turn into a long corridor to left, go along to its end and turn into a corridor to left, and the first door on your right is Room 60.